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Map of the Talk
1. Huggett’s finding re the non-relevance of

‘Haecceitism’ for the classical/quantum divide

2. Finding that separability is key for the classical/

quantum divide, by looking at derivations of the
different statistics (classical and quantum)

3. Considering the question: What allows classical
separability to serve as a form of
distinguishability?

Preliminaries: aspects of individuality


S. French:
 individuality = primarily a metaphysical isssue;
 distinguishability = primarily an epistemological issue



Distinguishability does have bearing on ontological questions such
as
 What is an individual?
 Are there any true individuals?
 Leibniz’ Principle of Identity of Indiscernibles: Brings to bear an

epistemological consideration on an ontological issue: if there is no way
to distinguish between 2 things, then they are the same thing



But: we will not enter into the metaphysical debate concerning
 “what is an individual?” and
 “are quantum systems individuals?”

Rather, focus on the issue of distinguishability regarding the quantumclassical divide, and attempt to identify some ontological features that
may underlie the form of distinguishability obtaining in that context
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Walking through Huggett’s finding: the
non-relevance of Haecceitism for the
classical/quantum divide; concluding
that H-ism not relevant for distinction
between classical and quantum systems

“Haecceitism”
 Lewis: “If two worlds differ in what they represent de re

concerning some individual, but do not differ qualitatively in
any way, I shall call that a haecceitistic difference.”

 Even its formulation is controversial (i.e., whether to define in
terms of Lewisian possible worlds, which brings with it
certain metaphysical premises we may not wish to adopt)

 However, the ‘essence’ of H-ism is that an individual’s identity
transcends all its qualitative features. (Anti-H-ism consists in
saying that an individual’s identity is constituted by its
qualitative features and nothing more.)



H-ism: interchanging two
qualitatively identical objects
occupying two different states
constitutes two different
configurations (E.g., two coins that
can be either ‘heads’ or ‘tails’)



Roughly: the idea that the objects
can possess a non-qualitative ‘thisness’ that stays with them through
all state changes



E.g.: call the 2 coins “Fred” and
“Joe”; their ‘this-ness’ is
represented by their name-labels



So in this case, the ‘label’
represents a form of individuality
that serves to distinguish the two
coins

Hi, I’m
Fred

Hi, I’m
Joe

H-ism often seen as essential distinction
between classical and quantum systems
 E.g.: a pair of classical
coins has 4 possible
distinct configurations:

 While a pair of ‘boson

coins’ has only 3: I.e.,
there is no such thing as
‘Fred’ or ‘Joe’-- no
essential identity that
transcends the qualitative
properties of the quantum
coins

Two ways of describing a composite system’s
properties:
 Phase space description (Γ-space: specifies which

component system is in which state—presupposes
each component can be meaningfully labeled/
distinguished from the others—supports H-ism)
 Example: phase space point (x1,x2,p1,p2) for two
systems 1 and 2

 Distribution space description (Z-space: specifies

only the occupancy number of each state—doesn’t
support H-ism)
 Example: one particle with momentum p and two
particles with momentum p’

 Call each object’s state
space its µ-space.

 For 2 coins, their phase

space Γ is the direct
product of their µ-spaces.

 But if no 2 classical

particles can be at the
same position (i.e. if they
are impenetrable), then
they can never occupy the
same µ-space state.
Analogously, the set of
possible configurations for
the case of the ‘coins’ is
reduced from four to two

H

T

H

T
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H
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No empirical difference between Γ-space & Zspace for impenetrable classical objects!
In the classical coin analogy (barring
double occupancy) we have only two
possible Γ-space configurations:




This corresponds to the occupancy
distribution “1 particle in each state”
So the frequency of this distribution
occurring is 2/2=1

Meanwhile, in the quantum case, there is
just one configuration corresponding to
‘one particle in each state’; frequency of
this distribution occurring is 1/1=1
And more generally, the difference in the #
of possible configurations from assuming
H-ism (in the form of choosing Γ-space
over Z-space for classical systems) leads to
no empirical difference in the frequency of
occurrence of any particular distribution
over the states (assuming classical objects
are impenetrable).

Fred

Joe

 Bottom line: no empirical support for Γ-space (supporting Hism) over Z-space for classical systems if they are correctly
characterized as impenetrable

 While somewhat bewildering for our intuitions about the

difference between classical and quantum objects, we actually
NEED this result.

 Why? Because of the correspondence principle: the classical

(Maxwell-Boltzmann) distribution must (and does) emerge as
a limit from quantum statistics (either Bose-Einstein or FermiDirac).

 M-B statistics often said to be the dilute (low-occupancy) limit

of both B-E and F-D statistics…but this needs to be made
more precise, since no 2 fermions (obeying F-D stats) ever
occupy the same state and are therefore also ‘diffuse’ in some
sense!

Recap: Huggett’s finding
 Assuming classical gas atoms are impenetrable (have unique,

determinate spacetime locations), the phase space state
representation (supporting H-ism) doesn’t yield empirically
different statistics from that of occupation-space (not supporting
H-ism), and thus we don’t get empirical support for H-ism as a
feature of classical systems as opposed to QM systems

 Confirms that we can get the classical limit out of quantum
statistics, in a smooth/continuous sense: a correspondence
principle applies

 So in what sense (if any) could classical objects have any sort of
“digital” or on/off distinguishability or individuality feature(s)
that differ from Q objects?

 The challenge is that the transition seems continuous, not

discrete/essential (as in a change of intrinsic character or
essence). Another puzzling instance of the micro/macro divide
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Classical vs quantum statistics

Classical waves or particles
vs Quantum “wavicles”
 Classical distributions

can only be wavelike OR
particle-like
 Classical wave

distribution applied to
blackbody radiation:
Rayleigh-Jeans
‘ultraviolet catastrophe’
 Classical particle
distribution: MaxwellBoltzmann statistics

 Quantum distributions
(for both bosons and
fermions) interpolate
between these two
extremes

R-J distribution in terms of
electromagnetic energy ε:

2ε 2 kT
P(ε )RJ =
(hc)2
Ideal gas distribution (considered as
classical particles):

P(ε )IG ∝

1
e

ε
kT

Consider the correct quantum distribution for electromagnetic
blackbody radiation (the “Planck Distribution”):

2ε 3
P(ε ) =
(hc)2
For energies

1
e

ε
kT

−1

ε small compared to kT, this becomes

2ε 3
1
2ε 3 kT 2ε 2 kT
P(ε << kT ) =
≈
=
2
2
(hc) (1+ ε +...) −1 (hc) ε
(hc)2
kT

The
RayleighJeans law
for classical
waves!

On the other hand, for ε large compared to kT, the exponential in
the denominator swamps the unity term and we get

P(ε >> kT ) ∝

1
e

ε
kT

The MaxwellBoltzmann law
for classical
particles!

Review: QM vs classical statistics
 M-B:

− βεi
e
ni(MB) = N
− βε j
∑e
j

(where N is total # of particles)

 B-E:

(BE )
i

n

=

1
e β (εi −µ ) −1

(µ is chemical potential--required for fixed N in quantum cases.

µ=0 corresponds to blackbody photons, where N is not fixed)

 F-D:

(FD)
i

n

=

1
e

β ( ε i −µ )

+1

How are the different statistics
obtained?
 If we look at the assumptions that go into arriving
at the various distributions, we get clues as to the
key difference between classical and quantum
cases

 M-B is obtained by taking the partition function of

a composite system (e.g. a gas of N molecules) as
the direct product of the N individual partition
functions—implies statistical independence;
separability; i.e., lack of quantum coherence

 You cannot do that if you want to get the quantum
statistics.

Sketch of the derivations (general)*
 Possible energy states of a single particle: εr
Note: just a
distribution
over the
possible
energy states
(‘Z-space’)

 Number of particles in state r : nr
 Possible energy states of the whole gas (having N
particles): ER =n1ε1 + n2ε2 +…=

Σr nrεr ;

and N =

Σr nr

 Probability of state R: PR =C exp(-βER), where β = 1/kT
−βE
 Constant of proportionality C is 1/Z, where Z = ∑ e

R

j

e− β ER
PR =
Z
 From this we can find the average number of particles
in state r:
−βE

 So the probability that the gas is in state R is:

∑n e
r

nr = ∑ nr PR =
R

R

Z

 So that in compact form,


R

nrεr
1 1
∂ −β ∑
1 1 ∂Z
r
=−
e
=
−
∑
β Z R ∂ε r
β Z ∂ε r
a general result
1 ∂ ln Z
nr = −
for any partition
β ∂ε r
function Z

*https://ps.uci.edu/~cyu/p115A/LectureNotes/Lecture13/lecture13.pdf

(whether classical
or quantum)

Maxwell-Boltzman Gas
 For a single particle with possible
energy states εi,

e− βεi
e− βεi
P(εi ) =
=
− βε j
ζ
∑e
j

where ζ is the single-particle partition
function

 For M-B gas you can get the average
number by taking Z(N) for the entire
gas of N particles as the product of the
individual partition functions:

Z(N) = ζ N

 So that

1 ∂ln Z(N )
1 ∂ln ζ
e− βεi
ni = −
=− N
=N
− βε j
β ∂εi
β
∂εi
e
∑
j

 We’ll see that you cannot do this for
quantum systems that have a
constrained number of particles N ….

The M-B
distribution

Maxwell-Boltzman Gas
 For a single particle with possible
energy states εi,

e− βεi
e− βεi
P(εi ) =
=
− βε j
ζ
∑e
j

where ζ is the single-particle partition
function

 For M-B gas you can get the average
number by taking Z(N) for the entire
gas of N particles as the product of the
individual partition functions:

Z(N) = ζ N

 So that
− βεi

1 ∂ln Z(N )
1 ∂ln ζ
e
ni = −
=− N
=N
β ∂εi
β
∂εi
∑ e− βε j
j

 We’ll see that you cannot do this for
quantum systems that have a
constrained number of particles N ….

Assume
independent
degrees of
freedom

The M-B
distribution arises
from assuming
separability/
independence wrt
energy states

But for a gas of N bosons...
 Cannot write the overall gas partition function Z(N) as product
of the individual partition functions:

Z(N) ≠ ζ N

Cannot assume
independent
degrees of
freedom!

 Instead, have to incorporate the restriction to N via dependence
on ‘chemical potential’

µ (as a Lagrange multiplier), creating

‘grand Partition function

Ž = ∑ exp[−β (n ε

1 1

Ž. I.e.:

+ n2ε 2 + n3ε3 +.....)]exp(βµ N )

R

=

∑

exp[−β (n1ε1 + n2ε 2 + n3ε3 +.....)]exp[ βµ (n1 + n2 + n3 +...)]

n1 ,n2 ,n3 ...

=

∑
n1,n2 ,n3 ...

e

− β n1 (ε1 −µ )

+e

− β n2 (ε2 −µ ) − β n3 (ε3 −µ )

e

⎞
⎛ ∞
⎞⎛ ∞
⎞⎛ ∞
− β n3 (ε3 −µ )
− β n1 (ε1 −µ )
− β n2 (ε2 −µ )
⎟...
⎟⎟⎜⎜ ∑ e
⎟⎟⎜⎜ ∑ e
.... = ⎜⎜ ∑ e
⎟
⎝ n1=0
⎠⎝ n2 =0
⎠⎝ n3 =0
⎠

(from last slide)

Ž=

⎞
⎛ ∞
⎞⎛ ∞
⎞⎛ ∞
− β n3 (ε3 −µ )
− β n1 (ε1 −µ )
− β n2 (ε2 −µ )
⎟... (µ < εr)
⎜⎜ ∑ e
⎟⎟⎜⎜ ∑ e
⎟⎟⎜⎜ ∑ e
⎟
⎝ n1=0
⎠⎝ n2 =0
⎠⎝ n3 =0
⎠

Each factor is just a series of the form
so that we get

∞

∑ xn =
n=0

1
, x <1
1− x

⎛
⎞⎛
⎞⎛
⎞
1
1
1
...
Ž= ⎜
− β ( ε 3 −µ ) ⎟
− β (ε1 −µ ) ⎟ ⎜
− β ( ε 2 −µ ) ⎟ ⎜
⎝ 1− e
⎠⎝ 1− e
⎠⎝ 1− e
⎠
Taking logs of both sides, we get the more useful form:
∞

− β ( ε r −µ )
−
ln
1−
e
ln Ž = ∑ (
)

⌣
r=0
1 ∂ ln Z
ns = −
to which we can then apply the general formula
β ∂ε s
to get the distribution...

But first: what happened to N ??
However, N got ‘dissolved’ into infinite sums over all the possible
values of the ns(εs)—ironically, N has to become a variable in
order to be able to ‘fix’ N for a gas of quantum systems! We
recover N as the sum over the average occupation numbers ns :

N ≡ N = ∑ ns

⌣
1 ∂ ln Z
ns = −
β ∂ε s
s

And as before, we get ns from

− β ( ε s −µ )
⎤
1 ∂ ⎡ ∞
e
− β ( ε −µ )
=−
⎢−∑ ln (1− e r )⎥ =
− β ( ε s −µ )
β ∂ε s ⎣ r=0
1−
e
⎦

So that finally,

ns =

1
e β (εs −µ ) −1

The BoseEinstein
distribution

Similarly for Fermi-Dirac particles....
Without going through the derivation here, we note that restriction to
occupancy # zero or one for the Pauli Exclusion principle, and inability
to express the partition function Z as a direct product of individual
degrees of freedom yields for the mean occupancy number:

ns =

1
e β (εs −µ ) +1

The FermiDirac
distribution

For both B-E and F-D, the chemical potential µ is crucially involved in an
inseparable way. It is fixed based on a constrained number of degrees
of freedom N from
1

N = N =∑
s

e β (εs −µ ) ±1

Summing up: all 3 distributions, with
chemical potential fully incorporated...
It turns out that in the dilute limit (yielding the classical case), the
exponential factor involving chemical potential µ approaches particle
number N divided by the single-particle partition function, i.e.,

e βµ →

N
N
=
ζ ∑ e− βε j
j

so that the 3 distributions look like:
(MB)
i

n

N − βεi βµ − βεi
1
= e = e e = β ( ε i −µ )
ζ
e
1

(QM )
i
β ( ε i −µ )

n =

e

±1

For quantum
cases,
µ-dependence is
non-separable in
the distribution

For M-B,
µ-dependence is
separable in the
distribution—just a
normalizing
constant

the crucial role of the chemical potential
 The significance is the following: for a classical system, we

can simply assume that the total number N of degrees of
freedom making up the gas is fixed, and use the ‘canonical
ensemble’ for the distribution

 But for a quantum system with fixed N (and nonvanishing

mass), we cannot use the canonical ensemble; we MUST use
the ‘grand canonical ensemble’– representing a system in
contact with both an energy and particle reservoir. I.e., inprinciple allows N to vary!

 physical content: chemical potential µ is a Lagrange

multiplier, representing a constraint force that is present in
the quantum case, even if there is no contact with an external
‘particle reservoir.’ The quantum degrees of freedom are
imposing a constraint force on each other that is not present
in the classical case.

What can we conclude about
distinguishability?
 It’s a negative finding: if you treat quantum objects as elements

of separable Hilbert spaces (which implies that their phases are
random/no entanglement/lack of “coherence”; and
distinguishability as usually understood), then you cannot get QM
statistics

 That doesn’t demonstrate that Classical objects have

metaphysical ‘individuality’ or that H-ism applies to them, but
it does arguably demonstrate that QM objects are NOT
independent/separable (and therefore NOT individuals, and
certainly not H-istic)!* Moreover, the mutual constraint of
quantum systems expressed by chemical potential µ reflects
a physical correlation or interaction not present in the
classical case.

* Assuming that individuality requires at least separability or ‘being
thus’—so that it is at least unambiguous as to which degree of freedom
is being considered for individuality!

3. What allows classical
separability to serve as a form of
distinguishability?

Classical as ‘diffuse’ limit of QM: what does
this really amount to, physically?

 M-B:
 QM cases:

ni =

1

e β ( ε i −µ )
1
ni = β (εi −µ )
e
±1

M-B clearly obtains in the limit of QM case in which we have

e

β ( ε i −µ )

>> 1

i.e., εi >> µ, which applies in cases of high temperatures and/or
low particle density N/V (more on this later)

Traditional accounts of the classical limit seem to
muddle quantum and classical concepts...

Standard presentation of the classical limit in terms
of ‘thermal wavelength’ λth
So they get

‘Uncertainty in momentum’ Δp
obtained from the rms spread,

Δp =

2

p − p

Δp = 3mkT

2

Where the average <p> is over N
particles (NOT an expectation value
for a given quantum state). <p> is
assumed to be zero because of
‘random motion’.
Meanwhile, <p2> is obtained from
Equipartition Thm:
Avg. Kinetic Energy =

kT;

so that

<p2/2m>=

p 2 = 3mkT

Then this is plugged into the
uncertainty relation (!) to get
a value for the position
uncertainty Δx:

Δx =

h
3mkT

This is often called a ‘thermal
3/2 wavelength’ λ , even though
th
it’s clearly supposed to be a
position uncertainty.

Once the ‘thermal wavelength’ λth
is obtained, it’s demanded that
the average interparticle spacing
d be much greater than that,
where
1/3

⎛V ⎞
d =⎜ ⎟
⎝N⎠

λth

The idea being that this makes
the gas “diffuse” (i.e., no
particles ever occupying same
position x; and many positions
unoccupied)
So the condition boils down to:
1/3

⎛V ⎞
h
<< ⎜ ⎟
⎝N⎠
3mkT

d

Problems with the λth derivation
The preceding derivation applies a classical, not quantum, uncertainty to
momentum in two distinct ways:

 use of the classical Equipartition Thm to get a value for <p2>
 averaging over N systems assumed to be in ‘random motion’ to get a
vanishing value for <p>

The resulting uncertainty Δp is only epistemic, not ontological! Moreover,
the derivation of the Equipartition Thm, which is used to obtain that
‘momentum uncertainty,’ presupposes classical M-B statistics!
In addition, the derivation conflates a wavelength with a position uncertainty
—not the same thing. (If a system has a well-defined wavelength λ, then it
has infinite position uncertainty!)
Thus λth is really being interpreted as the spread of a ‘wave packet’ when the
states available to the systems making up the gas are not necessarily
described by wave packets (i.e. in quantum limit they are described by plane
waves!) Moreover, the uncertainty principle applies to quantum states, not
classical epistemic uncertainties!

but what about the deBroglie
wavelength...?
 sometimes the ‘thermal wavelength’ is just obtained by taking the

average momentum right from the equipartition theorem—i.e., just
asserting that

p = 3mkT
 and then assuming that there is a DeBroglie wavelength associated with
that average momentum, i.e.

λ=

h
p

 But the deBroglie wavelength has nothing to do with average momentum.
It’s a property of a system in a well-defined momentum eigenstate |p>.
So this is not a wavelength of anything, nor does it seem to be a welldefined position uncertainty, since the latter approach mixes classical
and quantum quantities.

 It would be great if we could just say “classical degrees of freedom have
no spatial overlap as opposed to quantum”, which may be true, but the
λth derivation doesn’t seem credible as a measure of that...

λTH

λTH

why does this ‘thermal wavelength limit’ seem
to work then??
Recall:

1/3

⎛V ⎞
h
⎜ ⎟ >>
⎝N⎠
3mkT

Re-expressed in terms of thermal energy kT, this becomes
(neglecting numerical constants of unity order):

h2 ⎛ N ⎞
kT >> ⎜ ⎟
m ⎝V ⎠

2/3

Now note that the quantity on the right is just the Fermi energy
(the chemical potential µ for fermions at T=0), which is given by
(again neglecting numerical constants of unity order):
2/3

h2 ⎛ N ⎞
EF = ⎜ ⎟ = µ (T = 0)
m ⎝V ⎠

So this λth condition is the same as the well-known condition
observing that when thermal energy kT is well above the Fermi
energy EF, , a system of fermions behaves classically....

What happens in this limit?
 It turns out that µ decreases as a function of T: [e.g. Glyde]
 At high kT (relative to the Fermi energy), the combination of
increasing population of higher energy levels εs and
decreasing µ gives us the limit exp{β(εs- µ)} >> 1, which is the
condition for classical M-B statistics.

 The same basic situation applies to bosons, although in that
case µ can never be positive, and with increasing T, it
becomes more and more negative while more higher energy
states εs become populated. So again, the limit
exp{β(εs- µ)} >> 1 obtains.

 Thus, the ‘dilute limit’ is this condition: exp{β(εs- µ)} >> 1 for
all εs That is, εs>> µ .

Conclusion: Separability is the key
 In the classical limit, adding degrees of freedom

give rise to new energy states without regard to the
other degrees of freedom. The individual statespaces just multiply, as in Z = ζN. Thus, classical
systems have a form of independence/ separability
lacking in the quantum systems.

 This separability amounts to distinguishability, since
one could in-principle apply labels to the individual
state-spaces making up the collective state space.
Impenetrability doesn’t come into the picture,
because we need only consider energy states (not
position) in order to obtain M-B statistics.

So, do we really have spatial separability in the
classical limit (as λth tries to express)?
 high thermal energies kT enable decoherence
arguments (in unitary-only picture*)

 frequent localization due to prevalent inelastic

scattering (in unitary + non-unitary picture) (e.g.,
Kastner 2017)

 In either case, we get at least apparent determinacy
of position over time and a unique spacetime
trajectory for each classical degrees of freedom—
thus conferring a unique label and constituting
distinguishability

 *but critique of

the ‘decoherence’ explanation of classical
emergence: Kastner (2014)

Recapping
 We cannot get the quantum statistics if we treat the degrees of

freedom as having their own, independent probability spaces. In
addition, the chemical potential µ enters in a non-separable way: the

quanta ‘know about’ each other even in the absence of any
thermal interaction (e.g., at T=0)!

 Under quantum conditions, the degrees of freedom are generally

plane wave solutions (nonlocalized) and thus have no determinate
spacetime location. Moreover, many bosons can occupy the same
state. They are non-separable in that respect, and arguably nonindividuals (if individuality requires such separability, which seems
very likely!)



In contrast, degrees of freedom in the classical limit (large thermal
energies kT, low densities N/V) are separable in a probabilistic
sense, and likely adhere to at least approximate spacetime
trajectories that end up serving as labels. This is the fully ‘classical
particle’ limit (as opposed to a wave description).

Thus, as Ladyman et al (2013) and Teller (1995) have suggested,
Fock space (providing an occupation number basis, no particle
labels) appears to be more physically appropriate for quantum
degrees of freedom than the labeled Hilbert space formalism,
which contains surplus structure (the non-symmetrized labeled
state vectors).
[Here I disagree with Huggett (1997), who argues that Fock
Space can also be seen as having ‘surplus structure’ because it
allows, in principle, for an unlimited amount of particles. That is
not surplus structure if the number of particles can be unlimited
in real cases (as it is at the relativistic level in which quanta are
created and destroyed). In contrast, we never have nonsymmetrized quanta in Nature. So I’d argue that this argument
depends on a false equivalence between the two spaces.]
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Postscript--

